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Abstract
Confucianism provides a specific view on the world held by many people living in several 
Asian societies. It offers views on humans and nature that generally differ from other tradi-
tional or Western modern views. The paper presents a systematic analysis of the literature 
in education with a focus on science education about the connection of Confucianism with 
education for sustainability. It suggests a framework for how education for sustainability 
can be operated in the foreground of Confucian societies taking concepts from the interna-
tional literature into consideration. This critical review provides justification for a stronger 
reflection about how to include ideas from Confucianism into education for sustainability 
in the teaching and learning of science. It suggests that Confucian thinking offers a rich and 
authentic context for science learning in Confucian societies and also provides a chance to 
reflect on views of humans, nature, and science in science education in other societies, 
potentially contributing to the development of more balanced and holistic worldviews.

1 Introduction

As technological development brings modern societies to the global community, global 
development is accompanied by many human made challenges, such as climate change, 
global pollution problems, gradually decreasing natural resources, or biodiversity loss 
(United Nations Environment Program [UNEP], 2012). Because humans became the most 
influential factor to the world, geologists suggested calling our epoch now as the Anthropo-
cene (Caro et al., 2012). The Anthropocene concept suggests that humankind needs to take 
responsibility for the world; change in behaviors is suggested to reduce negative human 
impacts on the Earth (Jeong et al., 2021; Ogden et al., 2013). To fend these challenges, the 
United Nations (UN, 1987) made the concept of sustainable development a regulatory idea 
of international policy: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of 
the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
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own needs” (UN, 1987, para.1). In other words, the current generation is asked to re-think 
their lifestyles for the sake of the rights and needs of future generations. Sustainability, or 
sustainable development, emphasizes maintaining sustainable living conditions. Although 
the concept of sustainability has been under constant debate for many years (Hopwood 
et al., 2005), most of them refer to a balanced development under ecological, economic, 
and societal sustainability (Burmeister et al., 2012; UN, 1987).

To further promote sustainable development around the world, the United Nations 
(UN) coined the term Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in the Agenda 21. 
ESD means to educate people to be able to make informed decisions and take responsible 
action in line with the sustainability ideas of ecological integrity, economic feasibility, and 
societal justice (United Nations Conference on Environment and Development [UNCED], 
1992). ESD proposes a continuously updated education for sustainability to promote cur-
rent and future generations having abilities to live sustainable lives. ESD suggests learning 
and acquiring related skills about sustainability in schooling and higher education and also 
in informal, nonformal, and lifelong learning (UN, 2015; UNCED, 1992; United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 2005a, 2016). The politi-
cal vision of ESD, and related concepts with slightly differing visions (Öhman & Östman, 
2019), led to an exponential growth of related scientific research articles in the last 30 years 
in general and in science or chemistry education in particular (e.g., Burmeister et al., 2012; 
Herranen et al., 2021; Jegstad & Sinnes, 2015; Juntunen & Aksela, 2014).

Education for sustainability (or ESD, sustainability education, etc.) is more than envi-
ronmental or moral education. It is the fruit of evolution of environmental education and 
the leading approach for environmental protection now, for its stressing social contribution 
to deal with major contemporary ecological issues, rather than mainly relying on the study 
of science for environmental protection (Castellanos & Queiruga-Dios, 2021; McBeath 
et al., 2014). It concerns the ethical values of individuals concerning individual life, soci-
ety, economy, and environment in a systems thinking approach (Mahaffy et al., 2018). Its 
implementation should consider students’ and society’s ethical and cultural values about 
local and global sustainability and promote appraisal of the rights and chances of others 
(e.g., Feng & Newton, 2012; Li et al., 2016b; UNESCO, 2005b).

In school education, science education plays an important role for ESD. Science educa-
tion is teaching and learning of and about science, including scientific knowledge itself, 
and the development and utilization of it (Herron, 1969). Scientific theories and knowl-
edge highly relate to and directly reflect the development of industry and technology and 
their impacts on the natural environment, society, and the economy. Science knowledge is 
essential for modern citizens’ lives, and science is part of the culture in any society, being 
in Western or Eastern industrialized societies, countries of the Global South, or indigenous 
living peoples (Zidny et al., 2020). Science education also plays an important role in pre-
paring future scientific literate citizens, scientists, and related experts. Science education 
is traditionally implemented as one core field of school education in most educational sys-
tems, and both teaching science knowledge and teaching about science are highly recom-
mended, such as about the nature of science and its societal ramifications (e.g., Hansson & 
Yacoubian, 2020; Hofstein et al., 2011; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2007; Park et al., 2020; 
Taber, 2017).

Science education for sustainability (or science education in ESD, science education 
for ESD, etc.) is used here as a term with the understanding of education to promote 
sustainability knowledge and skills through or in science education. It can be defined 
in different ways. One way is to see it as the research field where science education 
meets environmental/sustainability education (e.g., Dillon, 2014; Herranen et al. 2021). 
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Another related way is to see it as science education driven by a sustainability vision 
(e.g., Colucci-Gray et al., 2013; Sjöström, 2018; Zidny et al., 2020). The latter is based 
on a view of science that goes beyond reductionist Western modernization. It is char-
acterized by, e.g., complexity, uncertainty, epistemological reflections, and transdisci-
plinarity. Such an approach emphasizes “the interplay between facts and values and the 
way in which we build and make use of new knowledge” (Colucci-Gray et al., 2013, p. 
138).

The above-mentioned, negative side effects of Western modern societies’ develop-
ment are particularly also shown in present mainland China caused by its rapid eco-
nomic growth during the past few decades in connection with its big territory and the 
world’s largest population. Education for sustainability is urgently needed in mainland 
China. Moreover, mainland Chinese students have drawn lots of attention from inter-
national education scholars, due to their frequently excellent science performance in 
the international science assessments, such as the Trends in International Mathematics 
and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA) during these years (Cheng & Wan, 2016; Grosseck et al., 2019). However, litera-
ture about how ESD is implemented in school science education in mainland China is 
still limited (Li & Eilks, 2021).

Culture deeply influences not only individuals’ ways of living and thinking, but also 
learning or teachers’ teaching approaches. It forms certain patterns of education in a 
society, due to the differences of history, values, philosophy, beliefs, and behaviors (e.g., 
Chuang, 2012; Gorry, 2011; Gündüz & Özcan, 2010). Culture is also a direct factor for 
how people are thinking and knowing about the physical world (e.g., Cobern, 1993; Gao, 
1998). This is of importance if a new paradigm of education, like ESD, is to be imple-
mented in general and in science education in particular. Mainland China has one large 
people of Han with the largest population in the world and 55 ethnic minorities. Han 
Chinese also take the largest part of Chinese communities in Asia and other parts of the 
world. They have highly been influenced and maintained by Confucianism, generation by 
generation (Cheng & Wan, 2016). According to Ogawa (1989), Western modern science, 
as part of the imported culture from Western civilization, should be taught by concerning 
local traditional and scientific ways of understanding and observing nature in non-Western 
countries.

As Chinese scholars look back to Chinese traditional culture, they find that Confucian 
wisdom about friendly living in nature has potential value to deal with modern ecological 
problems by leading action towards a sustainable future (Chen, 2019; Chen & Bu, 2019; 
Cheng, 2013). Confucian ecological ethics, as a cosmological metaphysics, emphasizes 
that humans and nature are one dynamic, holistic, and organic body, where humans har-
moniously and sustainably live together with all the things in nature (Chen & Bu, 2019; 
Li et al., 2012; Tu, 1998, 2001, Tucker, 1991). Confucianism suggests that humans should 
love all things in nature and carefully, mildly, and prudently use natural resourses (Chen & 
Bu, 2019; Li et al., 2012; McBeath et al., 2014). This can be understood as a contribution 
to sustainability. Confucianism is a moral code with the core Confucian spirit of benevo-
lence, highlighting self-cultivation of moral ethics, which is also related to the intended 
outcomes of modern ESD (Tu, 2001). Even though China has adopted environmental edu-
cation and ESD since 1992, Confucian ecological ethics is still not paid enough attention to 
in ESD in China until now in general and science education in particular (Li & Eilks, 2021; 
McBeath et al., 2014). Therefore, based on a systematic analysis of the literature, this paper 
tries to identify the features of and explore a potential model for ESD in science education 
in the context of Confucianism.
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2  Confucianism, Education, and Science

2.1  Confucianism, Neo‑Confucianism, and New Confucianism

Confucianism is the dominant ethical and philosophical thought in Chinese communities 
established by the Chinese philosopher, politician, and educator Confucius (551–479 BC) 
about 2500 years ago (Fung, 1948; Huang & Asghar, 2018; Li et  al., 2016a; Sun et  al., 
2016). Confucianism is the predominant philosophy that is deeply rooted in every Chinese 
person (Chiu, 2002). It covers educational, social, ethical, governmental, and economic 
aspects of all levels of society (Li et al., 2016a; Sun et al., 2016) and provides norms and 
paradigms of different hierarchies of people’s daily lives (Feng & Newton, 2012). It con-
tinuously influences life in Chinese societies nowadays and is deeply embedded in Chi-
nese culture (Kwek & Lee, 2010; Li et  al., 2016b; Sun et  al., 2016), with culture being 
understood as the mental pattern of feeling, thinking, and acting for a group of people, 
nationally, regionally, or globally (Hofstede, et  al., 2010). In the same culture, people 
share common customs, beliefs, values, attitudes, and behaviors about certain issues (Guy, 
1999). Culture leads individuals to have corresponding behaviors, values, and perceptions 
advocated and admitted by society (Chuang, 2012; Yorks & Sauquet, 2003). As such, Con-
fucianism profoundly shaped the cultures and histories of many East Asian countries or 
regions, such as mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and Vietnam 
(Li et al., 2016a), including countries containing large minorities of Chinese, for example, 
Malaysia (Foong & Daniel, 2013) and Singapore (Cheng & Wan, 2016).

Confucius dedicated his life to the teaching for individuals’ self-cultivation of virtues. 
Confucianism aims to build a stable and harmonious society with ethics and morality by 
the hierarchy of gender, age, and social status-based relationships in the society and fam-
ily (Chinn, 2002; Huang & Asghar, 2018; Lai, 2008; Schirokauer, 1991). Confucianism 
stipulates that people should have proper and good behaviors according to the situations 
and their different hierarchical statuses and roles. People should obey and respect their 
leaders, in consideration of the kindness and fairness given from the leaders (Chinn, 2002; 
Feng & Newton, 2012; Lee & Kim, 2019). Similarly, in a family, the older persons foster 
the young, and the young give them “filial piety” in return (Liu, 2013). In Confucianism, 
education is underscored as the most important power and tool for guiding individuals’ 
moral practices to sustain a stable and prosperous society. On the other hand, Confucian-
ism emphasizes that education plays a pivotal role in nation building by instructing the 
people (Guo, 2006). It follows that a teacher is widely respected and is the authority in the 
teacher-student relationship (Lee & Kim, 2019) but also has full responsibility for students’ 
learning.

Confucius’s thoughts about human ethics and morality were recorded in the Chinese 
ancient book of the Analects by his students (Liu, 2013). This book reveals that Confucius 
highlighted the practice of ethical virtues of benevolence (ren) and propriety (li) to build 
order for society. Confucius depicted a certain type of person as “a noble person” (junzi), 
who takes the role of the moral authority and responsibility for bettering society. Confucius 
advocated an individual to become a junzi with moral awareness and autonomy (Brindley, 
2011). His teaching thoughts in the Analects still influence Chinese pedagogy today. Con-
fucian scholars later further developed the thoughts of Confucius, which gradually formed 
Neo-Confucianism, especially in the Song (960–1276) and Ming (1368–1643) dynasties.

Neo-Confucianists absorbed significant ideas of Taoism and Buddhism about envi-
ronmentally friendly practices (Chen & Bu, 2019; Fung, 1948; Wang, 2012), added 
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philosophical views of Confucian ethics and put ethical virtues broadly into cosmology, 
and subsequently shaped a more rational and dialectical Confucian thought system. Neo-
Confucianism mainly focuses on naturalistic cosmology and the ethics of self-cultivation 
in the anthropocosmic views with ecological concerns. The anthropocosmic Confucianism 
vision asserts that humans should harmonize with the universe and gain knowledge by self-
cultivation (Savelyeva, 2017). Neo-Confucianism also was brought into Japan, Korea, and 
Vietnam and influenced their cultures and education (Tucker, 1991). Neo-Confucianism 
of Yulgok from Korea is cosmoanthropic. It means the unity of human and nature is con-
trolled by the universe (Savelyeva, 2017). In Neo-Confucianism, the universe is understood 
as a vital and dynamic holism where everything interacts with each other and has its own 
force to change and transform. Humans should rationally use the environment to maintain 
a fundamental living and harmonize with their natural environment through cosmological 
concerns and human ethics of self-cultivation (Tucker, 1991).

New Confucianism began in the last century and inherited Neo-Confucianism in main-
land China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, due to the influence of Western civilization. New 
Confucianists, also called Modern Confucianists, rethought Confucian ideas and infused 
Western thinking into Chinese traditional thoughts for highlighting the positive role of Chi-
nese traditional culture (Tu, 2001). According to Zagonari (2020), Confucianism has great 
potential to achieve local and global sustainability. Due to the influence of Western coun-
tries with much more developed science and technology to China in the nineteenth cen-
tury, the last Dynasty of Qing collapsed in the early twentieth century, and the new culture 
movement (1915–1919) tried to completely adopt Western science for recovering the coun-
try and criticized and abandoned Confucianism. It caused Confucianism to become periph-
eral. Moreover, anti-Confucianism was one theme in the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) 
in mainland China (Liu, 2013; Park, 2011). However, the “Reform and Opening Up” pol-
icy in mainland China since 1978 brings a new era of Confucianism enlightenment for the 
international communication of new Confucianists, and it also provides the condition for 
people to revisit traditional culture treasures (Liu, 2013).

2.2  Confucianism and Education

Education has a high position in Chinese culture. The rapid development of the economy 
in mainland China in the last 40 years has brought huge progress in the quality of most 
people’s lives. It has also brought high expectations of Chinese parents and society about 
the quality of education for children. Mainland China with its large population also has a 
corresponding vast number of school students (Liu et al., 2015). In 2019, the promotion 
ratios of primary school graduates and lower secondary school graduates reached 99.5% 
and 95.5%, respectively (Ministry of Education [MOE], 2021).

Growing industrialization and urbanization raised the value of education in people’s 
view from mainland China. During the last few decades, the enormous investment in edu-
cation was put into schools and higher education, including infrastructure (e.g., improve-
ment of school science laboratories), implementation of reforms (e.g., new school science 
education standards), and raising human resources (e.g., enhancement of science teacher 
education) (Liu et al., 2015). Scientific literacy and scientific competence were introduced 
in the new educational reforms, which tried to blend the knowledge-centered instruction 
from the past with international trends and the developments of skill-based science edu-
cation (Li & Eilks, 2021). ESD in school science education becomes highlighted in the 
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current round of science education reform in mainland China (Li & Eilks, 2021), but it is 
still a field to be developed (Chen et al., 2019).

Confucianism still plays a dominant role in influencing Chinese education (Wan et al., 
2018). Although the strict hierarchies of people from the past vastly disappeared in modern 
Chinese societies, individuals’ obedience and respect to authorities or leaders in family and 
society are still embedded in Chinese moral ethics (Feng & Newton, 2012). Harmonism is 
considered the highest value of Confucianism to avoid conflicts and reconcile problems. It 
brings people to actively collaborate with excellent results. Some researchers (Chan, 1999; 
Feng & Newton, 2012) argue that it might hinder students’ development in critical think-
ing if they are raised to obey their teachers and parents without objection. In fact, interac-
tive discussion and questioning are encouraged in accordance with the Analects. It can be 
achieved as long as the teacher provides the right atmosphere (Tweed & Lehman, 2002). 
Chinese traditional culture, however, has a strong ability to infuse imported cultures, such 
as Buddhism. The integration of Confucian and Western education is seen as positively 
supporting Chinese education reforms in times of globalization and can provide potential 
ways to deal with certain problems if arising in Chinese education (Yang, 2019).

Confucianism determines the contents and methods of learning as one of the most 
important activities and highlights ethical knowledge rather than practical or technological 
knowledge (Hung, 2016). Confucius was considered the model teacher for generations and 
made East Asian students extremely respectful to teachers as their mentors and role mod-
els. Confucius highlighted that all individuals should equally have the chance for education 
regardless of their backgrounds (you jiao wu lei), and teachers’ instructions should fit stu-
dents’ abilities and individual needs (yin cai shi jiao) (Huang & Asghar, 2018).

Confucianism advocates individuals’ efforts to learn by intrinsic and extrinsic motiva-
tion with reflection and investigation (Lee, 1996) and teachers’ competent capabilities for 
tirelessly teaching all kinds of students with heuristic instruction. This can be shown in 
many phrases of Confucian classics. For example,

[Confucius] said, “I do not open up the truth to one who is not eager to get knowl-
edge, nor help out any one who is not anxious to explain himself. When I have pre-
sented one corner of a subject to any one, and he can not from it learn the other three, 
I do not repeat my lesson.” (bu fen bu qi, bu fei bu fa. Ju yi yu bu yi san yu fan, ze bu 
fu ye.) (the Analects, 7:8, translated by Legge, 1861a, p.61)

Confucian education suggests that teaching and learning can facilitate each other, and 
teachers also are considered learners (Hung, 2016; Meyer et  al., 2017; Zhao, 2013). In 
addition, Confucianism advocates that instruction should be implemented step by step at 
a suitable time, and students are encouraged to learn from each other, including group dis-
cussions. It is in line with the effective teaching strategies shown in Liji:Xue Ji. They are,

[t]he rules aimed at […] were the prevention of evil before it was manifested; the 
timeliness of instruction just when it was required; the suitability of the lessons in 
adaptation to circumstances; and the good in fluence of example to parties observing 
one another. (da xue zhi fa: zhi yu wei fa zhi wei yu, dang qi ke zhi wei, bu ling jie 
er shi zhi wei xun, xiang guan er shan zhi wei mo.) (16:3, translated by Legge, 1885, 
p.86)

Confucian learning is seen as a process of studying, questioning, thinking, and prac-
ticing by investigation, reflection, inner motivation, and surrounding influence (Cheng, 
2016). Confucian education is moral education for a person advocated to be a noble per-
son (junzi) based on ideas of Confucianism and the learning of Confucian classics without 
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the knowledge of formal logic and mathematics and science (Liu, 2013). Confucius, as 
one versatile teacher, dialogically led to all kinds of students’ active and effortful learn-
ing based on their abilities and life experiences, guided them to explore answers to their 
ethical questions, and reflected their teaching and learning for evaluating students’ progress 
and behaviors, under the educational goal of becoming a junzi. As formal education with 
national examination systems was established over time, active learning was replaced by 
a focus on students’ memorization without questioning ethical issues (Guthrie, 2011; Ho, 
2018; Hung, 2016; Wu, 2011; Zhao, 2013).

Compared with the acquisition of knowledge, it is more important to fulfill one’s self-
cultivation as a junzi in Confucian education (Chen, 2005). The learning, to junzi, should 
be to “extensively study what is good, accurately inquire about it, carefully reflect on it, 
clearly discriminate it, and earnestly practice it.”(bo xue zhi, shen wen zhi, shen si zhi, ming 
bian zhi, shen si zhi) (Doctrine of the Mean, 20, modified from Legge’s translation, 1861a, 
p.227). (Neo-)Confucian education emphasizes dealing with knowledge and action, espe-
cially in moral education, justice and self-interest, and the relationship between human 
beings and nature. Its key ideas are kindness, benevolence, and harmonism. As we will 
describe more in depth later in the text, the harmony among oneself, others, society, and 
nature, including other nations and cultures, is the goal of Confucian education (Jin & Dan, 
2004). The fundamental Confucian education is to develop an individual’s character by 
self-cultivation and the implementation of Confucian virtues of property and benevolence 
(Ozoliņš, 2017).

2.3  Confucianism and Science Education

Due to the societal and political interest in “Westernization” or “Modernization” in main-
land China since the early 1900s, Western modern science knowledge systematically has 
taken the place of Chinese traditional knowledge at the school level. It has been widely 
accepted by educational authorities in China as a base to become an industrialized country 
(Ding, 2015a; Isozaki & Pan, 2016; Ma, 2009).

This adoption of Western modern science for school science education underwent a 
series of collisions and reconstruction processes between Western modern science and Chi-
nese culture (Ding, 2015a, 2015b; Kennedy & Lee, 2017; Ma, 2009, 2011). For instance, 
in the New Culture Movement, one of its two slogans was “science,” which was expected 
to completely substitute Chinese traditional culture. Science was seen as the opposite of 
Chinese traditional culture (Ding, 2015a; Ma, 2009).

The copying of Western science education still exists with its limitations and problems 
due to the cultural tradition and societal development in mainland China (Cheng, 2018). 
Accompanying with the political movement of “reviewing Legalism and criticizing Con-
fucianism” at the last stage of the Cultural Revolution, it reached the climax of criticizing 
Confucianism since the early 1900s in China. In this movement, Legalism, one of Chinese 
traditional philosophies, was raised and considered the most influential Chinese philoso-
phy for condemning Confucianism. However, it also brought the booming reprint of Chi-
nese classics including Confucian classics shown as critical books and changed the state of 
burning Chinese classics at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. Confucian classics, 
with its strong vitality, were reopened into Chinese people with their views (Zhou, 2006). 
Furthermore, it was the end of the cultural revolution that brought reinvigorating of tradi-
tional culture in education, Confucian education in particular. Chinese educators suggested 
gradually integrating imported educational theories into local contexts (Jin & Dan, 2004). 
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This is in line with Taylor and Cobern (1998), who highlighted that science education in 
non-Western societies should adapt meaningful science content from Western modern sci-
ence and absorb it into their own local cultures.

Environmental issues became gradually serious with the rapid development of mod-
ern industrial China. They addressed new Confucianists’ attention to revisiting traditional 
Confucian ecological ethics and wisdom. They widely thought that the Confucian idea of 
the unity of heaven and humans (tian ren he yi, for more explanations, see below), could 
remedy ecological crisis caused by Western science built upon the dualism of humans and 
nature (Meng, 2001; Tu, 2001; Tucker, 2017). The new Confucianist Weiming Tu (2001) 
suggested tian ren he yi as an ecology turn to modern China, to sustain the harmonious 
relationship among self, others, community, society, and the universe by individual self-
cultivation from inside to outside. Tian ren he yi implies that human ethics are analogized 
and extended into environmental ethics, with hierarchy, for caring all living things, includ-
ing the respect and appreciation of the natural world in Confucianism. An economic sys-
tem produced from science and moral ethics of humanism is complementary for a sustain-
able society (Tu et al., 2003). Meng (2001) stressed that Confucianism is value rationality, 
rather than science with its instrumental rationality. Only the integration of these two kinds 
of rationality can bring a peaceful society for modern China. However, during the modern-
ization process of China, the argument of the relationship between humanism and science 
is still existing, especially at the most recent, hot debate on the benchmark for scientific 
literary for Chinese citizens in Chinese society in 2016–2017. It was discussed whether 
traditional Chinese knowledge should be included in that benchmark or not. According to 
Zhang and Liu (2021)’s analysis of the societal viewpoints of the debate, it implies that 
locality of science, linking between humanism and science, and understanding of nature 
of science are urgently needed to enhance science education in China. Some researchers 
suggest for Chinese science education looking backward to the Chinese traditional culture 
and philosophy and to discuss science education through the Chinese cultural lens (Cheng, 
2018; Ding, 2015b; Isozaki & Pan, 2016; Ma, 2009, 2012). Modern Chinese science edu-
cation is suggested to nurture students with both Confucian humanistic spirits and scien-
tific knowledge (Bai, 2013). A recent analysis of textbooks from mainland China, how-
ever, indicates that Western modern science views are still the dominant lens science is 
approached in education in mainland China (Chen et al., 2019).

3  Confucianism, Education for Sustainability, and Science Education

3.1  Method of the Literature Review

The following discussion is based on a systematic review of the existing international and 
local research literature in the field. Three databases were analyzed, namely the Web of 
Science Core Collection, ERIC, and the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI). 
The Web of Science Core Collection was chosen as one of the standard databases for the 
international research literature; ERIC was chosen because of its broader capture of the 
field of education and CNKI as one of the most popular Chinese academic databases. 
CNKI was concerned to also explore publications from the Chinese context that are not 
captured in international databases because of local reasons or language barriers.

In the Web of Science Core Collection, screening “confucian*” by topic (the asterisk 
allows a search of both Confucianism and Confucian) gained 8814 hits retrieved on 24 
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August 2021. They are distributed over many disciplines, mainly Asian studies (2164), phi-
losophy (2146), religion (874), education research (805), area studies (617), history (567), 
management (403), social sciences interdisciplinary (386), and others, including environ-
mental studies (69) and education scientific disciplines (38). In total, 215,506 hits were 
found for the topic “sustainability” (531,460 hits of sustainab*). Most of them are about 
environmental science or green and sustainable technologies. The search terms were cho-
sen for gaining a broad picture as the background of research in the international commu-
nities. Combined searching for confucian* and sustainab* by topic in the Web of Science 
Core Collection produced 108 hits (78 articles, 3 book chapters, and some proceedings 
papers), retrieved on 24 August 2021. To analyze the relationship of Confucianism and 
sustainability in the context of the international literature on education, all these papers 
were read and extracted by hand to exclude unrelated papers without relevant content. 
Forty-two target papers were identified. Twelve of them are about ecological, moral, or 
environmental education.

In ERIC, there were 760 hits (peer-reviewed only) by searching the topic “Con-
fucianism OR Confucian” (retrieved on 24 August 2021). Most of them are about 
cultural influences or differences in education. The combined terms “(confucianism 
OR confucian) and (sustainability OR sustainable)” by topic produced 12 hits. Seven 
papers were identified by hand, and three were already found from Web of Science 
search. Finally, 46 papers were identified on Confucian philosophy views about sus-
tainability based on international databases. Some references from the target papers 
were also included.

A combined search for “(confucianism OR confucian) and science education” by 
topic resulted in 51 hits in ERIC (retrieved on 24 August 2021). Some obviously unre-
lated papers from the title and abstract were excluded, such as health or mathemat-
ics education. Others were further read and refined by hand, whether relevant or not. 
Twenty-two articles were identified, dealing with school or college education from 
mainland China (9), Hong Kong (1), Taiwan (4), and other East Asian countries or 
regions (8), such as Korea, Vietnam, and Malaysia. Although Confucian culture in 
a certain country may have slightly or big different explanations as to the societal, 
political, and historical changes compared to mainland China, articles from these other 
countries or regions were nevertheless used carefully as references for respecting gen-
eral and common ideas. A combined search for “confucian* and science education” 
in the Web of Science Core Collection also was searched by topic, and resulted in 
74 hints, in which 16 papers were refined by hand. Most of them overlapped with the 
target papers from ERIC, except two papers. Hence, 24 identified papers about science 
education in the context of Confucianism would be analyzed. To gain more data for 
this research, the theme of “environmental education” also was concerned. Searching 
the combined term “(confucianism OR confucian) AND environmental education” in 
ERIC produced 16 hints. Seven target papers were identified by hand, mainly about 
theoretical discussions, however, and one of them was gained by the search above as 
well. Searching the combined term “confucian* AND environmental education” in the 
Web of Science Core Collection produced 14 hints, and four target papers were identi-
fied by hand which were included in the above refining. Therefore, 30 identified papers 
about science education or environmental education in Confucianism totally were 
gained, based on the international databases.

To gain a comprehensive picture for this review, a similar search was carried out 
in CNKI on 30 August 2021. The method of identifying papers was similar to the 
above-mentioned strategy. Searching “Confucianism” by topic resulted in 58,383 
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hits of Chinese academic articles in CNKI, mainly about Confucian ideas, culture, 
and ethics, the Analects, modern values, and so on. Searching “sustainability” got 
292,205 hits, mostly referring to strategies for sustainable development. Combining 
these two terms, “Confucianism and sustainability” by topic produced 171 hints, 
mainly about tian ren he yi (the unity of heaven and the humans) (23), Confucian 
culture or ideas (21), and ecological ethics (21). Seventy-nine papers were refined 
by hand. Combining search terms “Confucianism and Science education” by topic 
gained 14 hints. Six papers were identified about the integration of science and 
humanistic education or any historical analysis of science education in China. Fur-
thermore, eleven hints were obtained by searching combined topics “Confucianism 
and environmental education,” and four target papers were identified by hand. They 
are about environmental education concerning Confucianism.

All in all, the above-mentioned searching results with representative papers are 
shown in Table 1. The first round of analysis focused on Confucianism and sustain-
ability in a philosophical view, and the second analysis then tried to map current 
features of science education and environmental education in Confucian culture 
and then combining the first round analysis to portray science education for sus-
tainability in a Confucian view. There are huge differences in students’ abilities, 
learning environments, contents, education goals, etc. from pre-primary to tertiary 
education. The following literature analysis has its focus on secondary education 
since it is suggested that secondary students have already developed an understand-
ing of science and culture, and at the same time, a lot of basic knowledge and skills 
for promoting sustainability must be promoted at this level. Nevertheless, research 
papers concerning other educational levels were also concerned as references for 
gaining general and common ideas.

Table 1  Research publications about sustainability and science/environmental education in the Confucian 
culture based on Web of Science, ERIC, and CNKI

Related topics Databases and the number of hints 
(refined papers in the parentheses)

Representative papers

Confucianism AND sustainability Web of Science: 108 (42)
ERIC: 12 (7)
CNKI:171 (79)

⟡ Confucianism and sustain-
ability:

Cheng, 2012, 2013; Feng & 
Newton, 2012; Hsu, 2015; Tu, 
1998, 2001; Li et al., 2016b; 
Mok, 2020; Tucker, 2017; 
Tucker, 1991; Wu, 2019; Xu 
et al., 2014; Yu, 2007; Zeng & 
Liu, 2002; Zhao, 2019; Zhuang, 
2015

Confucianism AND science 
education

Web of Science: 74 (16)
ERIC: 51 (22)
CNKI:14 (6)

⟡ Science education:
Foong & Daniel, 2013; Ho, 2018; 

Huang & Asghar, 2018; Meng, 
2004; Liu et al., 2015; Sjöström, 
2018; Thomas, 2006

⟡ Environmental education:
Chen, 2007; Kim & Roth, 2008; 

Luan et al., 2020; Yang & 
Weber, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020

Confucianism AND environmental 
education

Web of Science: 14 (4)
ERIC: 16 (7)
CNKI:11 (4)
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3.2  Confucianism and Sustainability in a Philosophical View

Confucianism suggests ethical standards and values for individuals’ attitudes and behav-
iors in Chinese societies (Chiu, 2002; Kwek & Lee, 2010; Zhang et al., 2020). In more 
detail, Zhang et al. (2020) presented some characteristics of Confucianism to improve 
people’s eco-friendly awareness, namely behavior-identity matching, self-esteem and 
reputation, and listening to others (Wang et al., 2017). Individuals’ behaviors influence 
family and social identities and their reputation (Contrada et al., 2001), and they tend to 
obey the authority and depend on others’ opinions for showing their respect to others. It 
is suggested that core ethical norms and ideas of Confucianism profoundly present envi-
ronmental friendliness for the modern world.

The core Confucian ethical norms are called five constant virtues (wu chang). They 
include benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), propriety (li), wisdom (zhi), and trustwor-
thiness (xin) (Chen, 2015; Kwek & Lee, 2010; Meyer et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2016).

– Benevolence is considered the most essential concept in Confucianism (Kwek & Lee, 
2010; Meyer et al., 2017). It means “to love others” and contains generousness, respect, 
kindness, caring, sympathy, empathy, and tolerance to others (Low, 2011; Sun et  al., 
2016). Its root or starting point is “filial piety,” which means being filial or respectful 
to one’s parents (Tan & Tan, 2014). The Confucianist Mencius (372–289 BC) stressed 
that “[a noble person] is affectionate to his parents, and lovingly disposed to people 
generally. He is lovingly disposed to people generally, and kind to creatures.” (qin qin 
er ren min, ren min er ai wu) (Works of Mencius, 13: 45, translated by Legge, 1861b, 
p.352). Benevolence is also shown in the remark: “[Confucius] angled, –but did not 
use a net. He shot, – but not at birds perching” (zi diao er bu gang, yi bu she su) (the 
Analects, 7:27, translated by Legge, 1861a, p.67), including Confucian frugality virtue, 
connecting modern “green consumption.” Benevolence is the intrinsic power for the 
suitable and enduring implementation of external propriety (Christensen, 2017). This 
is related to a core value of sustainability as benevolence and love to all creatures. This 
value advocates individuals to treat all things kindheartedly to nurture environmentally 
friendly awareness (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2020).

– Righteousness is the standard for appropriate behavior (Yu, 2007). It pursues a just 
distribution of rights and benefits, duties, and responsibilities to achieve a harmoni-
ous society (Cheng, 2012). Confucius depicted that “[t]he mind of the [noble person] 
is conversant with righteousness; the mind of the mean man is conversant with gain” 
(jun zi yu yu yi, xiao ren yu yu li) (the Analects, 4:16, translated by Legge, 1861a, 
p.34). Righteousness is the right attitude nurtured by benevolence, and righteous 
actions are the imperative presentation of fulfilling benevolence, rather than by the 
short-term benefits (Cheng, 2012). In terms of sustainability, righteousness can be 
related, e.g., to respect norms for resources protection and societal sustainability.

– Propriety guides humans to have proper actions or interactions with others and the 
environment for avoiding conflicts based on social rituals and manners (Meyer et al., 
2017; Wu, 2019). It is “the ritualized body language of benevolence” (Bockover, 
2012, p. 180), and its most significant mission is to attain harmony (Cheng, 2012). 
In terms of sustainability, propriety can be related, e.g., to put individual interest last 
to come up with sustainability challenges.

– Wisdom is a quality in an individual who has intelligence knowledge for self-culti-
vation to deal with certain problems and then take proper moral actions to gain good 
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results by following social rituals (Cheng, 2012; Kwek & Lee, 2010), and it is the 
foundation for the implementation of morality (Cheng, 2012). People with wisdom 
can learn how to live harmoniously in order to understand the world with benevo-
lence. For instance, Confucius said, “The wise find pleasure in water; the [benevo-
lent] find pleasure in hills.” (zhi zhe yue shui, ren zhe yue shan) (the Analects, 4:16, 
translated by Legge, 1861a, p. 56). It also shows that Confucianism innately enjoys 
the natural world. In terms of sustainability, wisdom can be related, e.g., to knowl-
edge about sustainability issues, the underlying values, and potential consequences.

– Trustworthiness is the trust of others and knowledge based on one’s understanding and 
observation of the world. Trustworthiness is the inevitable part to sustain a harmonious 
world, for it promotes the common good virtues or spirits in society through effective 
and dependable communication (Cheng, 2012). In terms of sustainability, trustworthi-
ness can be related, e.g., to acknowledge that sustainability is a challenge that societies 
can only achieve together.

The Confucian five virtues are similar to the German philosopher Herbart’s five moral 
ideas, namely, benevolence, right, equity, perfection, and internal freedom (Meyer et al., 
2017). According to Sjöström (2018), Confucian education also has similarities with 
the Central and Northern European educational tradition called Bildung. Many parallels 
can be found to connect Confucian education with Bildung, a German word that, among 
other things, understands education as the formation of a person to become able to live a 
self-determined and solitary life in society (e.g., Hofstein et  al., 2011; Horlacher, 2016; 
Sjöström et al., 2017; Sjöström & Eilks, 2020).

Bildung in the Central and Northern European tradition is a word for both the process of 
formation of a person and the final aim to be achieved. A similar concept can be found in 
Confucianism. The concept of sincerity (cheng) is understood as the starting and the return 
point of one’s ethical self-cultivation and the highest virtue of Confucianism (Yu, 2007). 
Sincerity is not only a process but also a state (Wu, 2019; Yu, 2007). Sincerity contains 
one’s self-actualization and the completion of all things; it can support humans to gain 
the self-understanding of environmental concerns in the ideal and real life (Wu, 2019). In 
other words, Confucianism suggests that people follow environmentally friendly ethics and 
carry out relevant activities or behaviors to accomplish their autonomous self-formation 
(Christensen, 2017; Li et  al., 2016b). Sincerity also encompasses the sustainability idea 
of inter-generational justice. The Neo-Confucianist, Zhang Zai, said his self-aspiration is 
“to ordain conscience for Heaven and Earth, to build the Way for people, to continue lost 
teachings for the past sages, and to bring about peace for all future generations” (wei tian 
di li xin, wei sheng min li dao, wei qu sheng ji jue xue, wei wan shi kai tai ping) (Zhu & Lv, 
1998, p. 68).

Finally, the light should be shed on the Confucian concept of harmonism (he). A West-
ern modern science view suggests looking at physical things separated from each other. 
Humans consider other things in nature as objects (Pak & Kim, 2016). The Western mod-
ern science view can be considered anthropocentric. In contrast, Confucianism highlights 
the idea of the unity of heaven and humans (tian ren he yi), which is anthropocosmic 
(Christensen, 2017; Tu, 1998, 2001). It suggests that humans and nature together form a 
holistic and organic body (Li, 2018; Mok, 2020; Tucker, 1991).

In the Chinese traditional culture, the principal idea of zi ran (translated as “nature”) is 
tian ren he yi (translated as “nature and humans form one body” or “the unity of heaven 
and humans”) which means “Nature and humans have the same origin and belong to 
the same unity; Nature and humans follow the same law; and, Nature and humans are 
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interconnected” (Ma, 2012, p. 13). Tian ren he yi sees nature and humans as an integrated 
whole with a holistic thought and indicates that human activities can lead to the change of 
nature, and everything that exists should be in harmony with each other (Chen & Bu, 2019; 
Ma, 2012). This idea is highly matching ideas of sustainability and holistic thinking and 
as such related to recent suggestions better recognize systems thinking approaches when it 
comes to science education for sustainability (Mahaffy et al., 2018).

In Confucian cosmology, heaven and earth are two core Confucian trigrams, as the uni-
verse, and the third one is human (Fung, 1948). Humans, as spiritual beings, have capacity 
of internal echoing among themselves and between all things in the nature to reach tian ren 
he yi (Tu, 1998). Tian ren he yi also shows the appreciation of the natural environment, in 
line with the following description of the natural world from Confucian classics Doctrine 
of the Mean:

The [H]eaven now before us is only this bright shining spot; but viewed in its inex-
haustible extent, the sun, moon, stars, and constellations of the zodiac, are suspended 
in it, and all things are overspread by it, The earth before us is but a handful of soil; 
but when regarded in its breadth and thickness, it sustains mountains like the [Hua] 
and the [Yue], without feeling their weight, and contains the rivers and seas, with-
out their leaking away. The mountain now before us appears only a stone; but when 
contemplated in all the vastness of its size, we see how grass and trees are produced 
on it, and birds and beasts dwell on it, and precious things with men treasure up are 
found on it, The water now before us appears but ladleful; yet extending our view to 
its unfathomable depths, the largest tortoises, iguanas, iguanodons, dragons, fishes, 
and turtles, are produced in them, articles of value and sources of wealth abound in 
them. (Jin fu tian, si zhao zhao zhi duo, ji qi wu qiong ye, ri yue xing chen xi yan, 
wan wu fu yan. Jin fu di, yi cuo tu zhi duo, qi ji guang hou, zai hua yue er bu zhong, 
zhen he hai er bu xie, wan wu zai yan. Jin fu shan, yi juan shi zhi duo, qi ji guang 
hou, cao mu sheng zhi, qin shou ju zhi, bao zang xing yan. Jin fu shui, yi piao zhi 
duo, ji qi bu ce, yuan tuo jiao long yu bie sheng yan, cai huo zhi yan) (Doctrine of 
the Mean, 26, modified from Legge’s translation, 1861a, p.284-285)

This holistic eco-ethical view also is represented in the idea of benevolently utilizing 
natural resources depending on time, guided by the patterns of the natural world (yi shi jin 
fa), e.g., to avoid excess fishing, hunting, and logging, related to sustainable development. 
It can lead to a sustainable society, for its ecological, economic, and political aspects (Chen 
& Bu, 2019; McBeath et al., 2014).

Furthermore, tian ren he yi also is explained by Neo-Confucianist Zhang Zai in his 
Western Inscription:

[Heaven] is called the father and [Earth] the mother. We, these tiny beings, are com-
mingled in the midst of them. I, therefore, am the substance that lies within the con-
fines of Heaven and Earth, and my nature is that of the (two) Commanders, Heaven 
and Earth. (All) people are my blood brothers, and (all) creatures are my compan-
ions. (qian cheng fu, kun cheng mu, yu zi mao yan, nai hun ran zhong chu. gu tian 
di zhi sai, wu qi ti. tian di zhi shuai, wu qi xing. min, wu tong bao; wu, wu yu ye.) 
(Fung, 1948, p. 493)

Based on such an understanding, people should respect the value of nature and learn 
from nature for humans’ ethics and morality (Christensen, 2017; Li et  al., 2012; Mok, 
2020). According to Confucian filial piety, individuals not only should respect their par-
ents (and other elders), but also need to respect all the things in nature (Tucker, 2017). As 
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shown above, “harmony between nature and humans” (tian ren he xie) becomes the core 
thought of Confucianism about ecology (natural environment) (Li et  al., 2012; Li et  al., 
2016b), as the modern explanation of “unity of heaven and humans” influenced by western 
civilization highlighting the relationship to form logic thinking based on the dualism of 
humans and nature (Liu, 2000). It encourages humans to be friendly with all the creatures 
and cherish life; to know, respect, and love the law of nature; and sustainably to use natural 
resources or nature (Li et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016b; Zeng & Liu, 2002).

The word “harmonism” (he) in Chinese means “moderate, coordinated, and reconciled” 
(Li et al., 2016b, p. 683). The idea of Chinese harmonism (he) is more complicated and 
sophisticated than the Western idea of harmony (Wang, 2012). For example, in terms of 
individual self-cultivation, the idea of he in Chinese is that an individual has a peaceful 
mind and heart with benevolence. Harmony between body and mind can be achieved by 
satisfying the unity of righteousness and profits and improving the spirit world rather than 
irrationally chasing materials. It is an important starting point for dealing with the external 
relationship (Zhan, 2005). In terms of human relationship, he in Chinese is meant not only 
to be respectful and friendly to others, but also not to agree to the wrong ideas of his supe-
riors, as Confucius said in the Analects, “[t]he superior man is affable, but not adulatory; 
the mean is adulatory, but not affable” (junzi he er bu tong, xiaoren tong er bu he) (the 
Analects, 13:23, translated by Legge, 1861a, p.137). In Chinese, he is meant to be harmony 
or in harmony, while tong is just the opposite; the former is an epistemological way of 
creative knowing, trying to absorb various elements from different things to create some-
thing new and valuable, whereas the latter cannot do so (Wang, 2012). “[Confucian har-
monism] is a creative process, amid which things are balanced with one another, but amid 
which something new also emerges” (Wang, 2012, p. 189). “Harmony without uniformity 
(he er bu tong)” is an important idea for facing conflicts or differences in Confucianism, 
and it is the most effective means to overcome them (Feng, 2010). In terms of the unity 
of heaven and humans, the idea of he in Chinese is more relevant to sustainability. In the 
Chinese ancient book Guoyu, Shi Bo thought that “Mixing one factor with others means 
harmonism” (Yi ta ping ta wei he) (Guoyu:zhengyu, 16:5, Zuo et al., 2015, p. 347), and he 
further pointed out that “Harmonism will create new things, but sameness will not.” (he shi 
sheng wu, tong ze bu ji) (Guoyu:zhengyu, 16:5, Zuo et al., 2015, p. 347). This indicates that 
only by integrating different things or factors, new things can be created and developed—a 
philosophical insight into the nature of matters indeed (Wang, in press). The concept of 
Chinese harmonism is one of the most important Confucian ideas in the traditional cul-
ture, and it is very relevant to science education for sustainability. So, it would be of great 
importance to be included as one of the significant features of Confucianism (Ding & Su, 
2021; Ding & Wang, 2017).

As Bildung in German, the Chinese character he can be combined with other characters 
to form many, many terms (see Table 2). All these terms consist of two Chinese characters, 
with he coming first. There are also many two-Chinese-character terms with he coming 
second, and there are much more four-Chinese-character idioms, such as he er bu tong 
(translated as “seeking harmonism, not the sameness” or “harmony without uniformity”). 
So, these examples indicate that Chinese harmonism is ingrained in the Chinese people’s 
mind and heart through Mandarin. Although there was radicalistic anti-Confucianism dur-
ing periods of times in modern Chinese history, especially in the New Cultural Movement 
and in the Cultural Revolution, Confucianism could not be wiped out completely in the 
mind of the Chinese society.

Confucian harmonism among people and between people and nature can support to live 
healthier and more beneficial lives in the West and the East in the current globalization era. 
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It is an effective way to deal with cultural differences but also limited natural resources 
(Wang, 2012). It can also facilitate the implementation of sustainability in Chinese science 
education, to know the western cultures or values and Chinese cultures about sustainability 
and grasp the rational contents and ideas. Integrating the local contexts and traditional eth-
ics about ecology can gain many advantages for sustainability (Li et al., 2012). Harmon-
ism in Confucianism endorses the unity of all the creatures with diversities, thrivingly and 
peacefully living together (Zhu, 2010). Such an understanding is in line with modern con-
cepts of sustainability that re-interpret the balancing of ecological, economic, and societal 
sustainability in a means that:

The concept of balancing has failed as it always leads to imbalances. In case of 
doubt, social as well as ecological needs were pushed aside in favour of a growing 
economy […]. With the knowledge about the planetary boundaries we have to state 
that the physical boundaries of the natural resources are not negotiable boundaries. In 
a nutshell: When the biophysical boundaries are absolute we cannot build a relativis-
tic model on them. […] we must re-conceptualize sustainability where the economy 
serves the social needs of people today and tomorrow and eliminates poverty and 
hunger. But, it can only act within the planetary boundaries. (Niebert, 2018, p.62)

In Confucianism, humans and nature are in the same ethical system, and the concept of 
unity of heaven and humans (tian ren he yi) is raised, and individuals’ practicing ethical 
morality in the family and the society is highlighted. In Neo-Confucianism, the concept 
of unity of heaven and humans is further explained, and ethics are essentially practiced 
among humans and between humans and all the things or beings in the cosmos (Cui, 2012; 
Hsu, 2015). New Confucianists emphasize individuals’ self-cultivation and the pursuit of 
the way of heaven or nature to achieve harmony between individuals and communities and 
between humans and nature (Hsu, 2015; Tu, 2001). Above all, Confucian unity of heaven 
and humans can be understood as the driver for ecological benignity and human ethics (Li, 
2018). Confucian ecology stresses ethical conscience. So it can probably provide another 
way for achieving sustainable development (Hsu, 2015). A potential organizer of (Neo-)
Confucian philosophical views about sustainability is provided in Fig.  1 according to 
Cheng (2012). Sincerity is the initial stage, and benevolence is the core spirit of harmon-
ism. Vital force (qi) is the basic element of all the things of the cosmos and bonds them 

Fig. 1  A framework of philosophical views on sustainability in (Neo-)Confucianism (adapted from Cheng, 
2012)
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as an entity (Chung, 2012; Mok, 2020; Paton, 2021; Tucker, 2017; Xu et al., 2014). It is 
very similar to the ideas of matter from Western philosophy, whereas qi has accessibil-
ity to all things and the intrinsic motility with frequently moving and changing. Qi can be 
considered the unity of matter and energy (Needham, 2004; Zhang, 2002). The left part is 
the concepts for individuals’ self-cultivation which are basic to sustainable development, 
and the right is the harmony with the environment including living and non-living things. 
The principle Li controls the operation of the universe (Chung, 2012; Mok, 2020; Tucker, 
2017).

3.3  Confucianism and Sustainability in Science Education

Huang and Asghar (2018) found that there are cultural restraints and supports as secondary 
science teachers in Taiwan carried out inquiry-based and student-centered teaching. The 
equality and equity in Confucian education match with Western modern education, and 
student-centered instruction is similar to the Confucian education principle of satisfying 
students’ abilities and needs. The science teachers considered Confucian virtues and eth-
ics as an important goal of education for a harmonious and stable society. Teachers should 
enrich content knowledge and be role models for students. However, Confucian self-disci-
pline and respect for authorities might impede nurturing students’ autonomy, critical think-
ing, inquiry, and creative ability.

Sjöström (2018) suggested that Confucianism has some similarities with Western Bil-
dung about ecological friendly views. Neo-Confucian and Bildung-oriented science educa-
tion, or eco-reflexive science education (Sjöström et al., 2016), concerns the awareness of 
uncertainties, the recognition of benefits and risks of science and technology, and ethical 
and social factors based on contemporary views of nature of science. Socio-scientific issues 
(SSI), which are authentic, relevant, present, and controversial, are suggested for improving 
students’ scientific literacy in teaching science (e.g., Bencze et al., 2020; Marks & Eilks, 
2009). This teaching approach can develop students’ higher-order thinking skills to form 
rational decisions for involving societal debates and future decisions about related SSIs in 
becoming responsible citizens (Hofstein et al., 2011; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2007; Sad-
ler, 2009). Foong and Daniel (2013) implemented two socio-scientific issues in Chinese 
science classroom and found that this kind of instruction can promote student-oriented 
learning and relieve the Confucian teacher-centered influence with students’ progression in 
argumentation skills.

Feng and Netwon (2012) implemented a Master’s course about sustainability education 
which is designed based on the harmony principle in Confucianism. They found that the 
principle of harmony in Confucianism can facilitate the implementation of sustainabil-
ity education by addressing sustainability issues with respect to others and their different 
interests. It can help actively collaborative and collective actions. Cheng (2013) suggests 
that Confucian virtues have potential value for meeting the modern global and local needs 
of sustainable development. Zhang et al. (2020) mentioned that Confucian values greatly 
influence Chinese environmental values, attitudes, and behavior. Increasing Chinese rec-
ognition of and adherence to Confucian values can positively promote science education 
(Huang, 2015) and environmentally benign behaviors (Zhang et al., 2020). Modern science 
education is not only to nurture students with scientific knowledge and motivate their learn-
ing, but also to prepare them to be active and responsible citizens (Hansson & Yacoubian, 
2020), with a goal of “science education for all and social transformation,” expressed as 
“scientific literacy” on three visions. Vision I focuses on scientific and technical knowledge 
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and concepts in the epistemological view, Vision II is the contextual or application aspect 
of scientific knowledge connecting students’ daily lives (Roberts, 2007), and Vision III 
suggests multiple cultural perspectives on scientific worldviews for science education for 
sustainability (Murray, 2015), such as critical-reflexive Bildung (Sjöström & Eilks, 2018). 
As mentioned above, the rapid development of science, technology, and society leads to the 
modernization of China during the last few decades, but it also faces serious environmental 
issues. The Confucian idea of harmony between nature and humans, as a sustainability 
value, might facilitate modern science education for sustainability, in the light of Vision III 
of scientific literacy in China.

Meng (2004) advocated merging humanist education with science education by effec-
tively integrating Eastern and Western cultures. Chinese educators should concern both 
Western modern and traditional views of the natural world. It is suggested to revisit Chi-
nese traditional culture about the relationship between nature and humans, to implement a 
local version of sustainability education and for developing students’ environmental aware-
ness (Chen & Bu, 2019; Li, 2020; Savelyeva, 2017). Chen (2007) proposed to increase the 
recognition of green civilization, provoke treating beings with benevolence, and develop 
appropriate consumption behaviors, to reach Confucian tian ren he yi. Liu and Constable 
(2010) underpinned connecting the values and knowledge of Chinese culture with global 
principles for enhancing education for sustainability. Confucian virtues such as benevo-
lence, commitment to harmony, and filial piety are suggested to have positive implications 
for environmental education (Nuyen, 2008).

Some programs about sustainability education based on Confucian values have already 
been carried out. For instance, an ecological education program was implemented for high-
lighting harmony between nature and humans (Kim & Lim, 2007). Kim and Roth (2008) 
proposed to combine Confucian values of sincerity (cheng), propriety (li), and righteous-
ness (yi) about ecological ethics into Korean environmental education to confront the gap 
between students’ knowing and acting about environmental issues. In short, ethical views 
are indispensable for promoting scientific literacy in science education for building a sus-
tainable and responsible society (Zeidler et al., 2005). Moreover, sustainability education 
needs collective efforts, and Confucian collectivism can actively promote the implemen-
tation of sustainability education by combining the fostering of responsible and capable 
individuals and collective learning with global perspectives (Liu & Constable, 2010). Sim-
ilarly, the (Neo-)Confucian ideas of the unity of knowing and acting (zhi xing he yi) and 
reflection also can make sure to achieve participatory skill competency of sustainability 
education (Chen, 2019). The relationship between Confucian education and science educa-
tion for sustainability is mapped in Fig. 2.

Confucianism has advantages and disadvantages for science education for sustainabil-
ity, and both have some common parts which perform the moral function as suggested 
in Fig. 2. The core function of Confucian education is moral education in the sense that 
it makes human beings human. It is generally in line with different concepts of educa-
tion for sustainability, although different interpretations of sustainability-oriented educa-
tion exist (Öhman & Östman, 2019). Individual self-cultivation for a noble person and 
the idea of harmony between nature and humans in (Neo-)Confucianism match with the 
social, ecological, and economic aspects of education for sustainability. Science educa-
tion in Confucian culture should highlight moral education based on Confucian values. 
According to McBeath et al. (2014) and Li and Eilks (2021), Chinese science education 
research with a focus on sustainability is still at its initial stage. Main foci are introduc-
ing teaching strategies and different approaches to practical work. Most of students’ and 
teachers’ pro-environmental awareness and behaviors are quite weak at secondary schools. 
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Instruction focusing on socio-scientific issues in science education is just starting. Teachers 
lack appropriate teaching resources and external support for promoting science education 
for sustainability, especially in the context of the current national secondary science educa-
tion standards for use. The persisting emphasis on theoretical knowledge learning is also 
influenced by the textbooks and the neglect of scientific practices and creativity in modern 
Chinese science education (Gao, 1998; Huang et al., 2016; Thomas, 2006). Further reasons 
suggested in the literature are the dominance of teacher-centered instruction (Yeung, 2015), 
rote learning by just memorizing scientific knowledge, and the strong role and nature of the 
exams (Chan, 1999) with the paper-and-pencil standard for assessment (Yin & Buck, 2015) 
that do not match with modern concepts of science education for sustainability. In contem-
porary educational theory, knowledge is suggested to be constructed by learners’ think-
ing processes and can be constructed by exchange and argumentation (Tweed & Lehman, 
2002). This new theory seems to be familiar to many Chinese science educators and teach-
ers alike, but it is very difficult to be thoroughly implemented in the classrooms.

Critical thinking is highlighted in contemporary science education, and one of the core 
spirits of the nature of science is skepticism (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007). Science educa-
tion for sustainability can lead to student-centered learning and increase students’ interest 
for their more participation by addressing SSIs (McBeath et al., 2014). SSIs provide con-
texts for students raising questions, and in combination with Confucian education, there is 
potential for nurturing critical thinking abilities, since questioning is one process of Confu-
cian learning (Hung, 2016; Tweed & Lehman, 2002). Education for sustainability is value-
driven and emphasizes environmental ethics (UN, 2015), similar to the behavioral reform 
of Confucian education including Confucian ecological ethics (Tweed & Lehman, 2002). 
Confucian collective values could support students’ participation in group discussions for 
contributing their efforts to the collective and developing their thinking skills. Science edu-
cation for sustainability can promote students’ discussion on SSIs so that it will enhance 
student-centered learning, foster independent thinking and argumentation, and assist in 
nurturing a Confucian noble person in modern technological society. According to Thomas 
(2006), science teachers mainly highlight examination and knowledge rather than students’ 
metacognition development in Asian regions in the case of Hong Kong. Students lack self-
regulation and accept the authoritative and parental figure of the teacher, due to the filial 

Fig. 2  The relationship between Confucian education and science education for sustainability including sig-
nificant features
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piety of Confucianism. Compared to international schools, Chinese teachers are stricter 
with their students in terms of higher expectations of academic results but lack emotional 
support to their students (Huang & Asghar, 2018; Thomas, 2006). As efforts are seen as 
the most important requirement for one’s achievement in Confucianism rather than intrin-
sic abilities in Western culture (Lee, 1996), Chinese teachers concern more with the efforts 
put by students and ignore students’ different learning abilities and needs (Lau & Lam, 
2017).

However, the authority of teachers in the classroom can assist the implementation of 
new teaching methods for students’ smooth acceptance of it and respect to their teachers 
in Confucianism (Yin & Buck, 2015). Yin and Buck (2015) noted that formative assess-
ment helped Chinese science education to shift into learner-centered, constructivist teach-
ing. As it is concerned more with students’ learning process, it could get rid of relying on 
“questions sea tactics” of teaching and learning, which means doing plenty of written exer-
cises for better test results. Writing tasks of formative assessment can effectively encourage 
students to elaborate their viewpoints on certain issues and suit Chinese classrooms. The 
leading summative assessment, big class sizes, and the limited class time might impede 
the implementation of formative assessment and need supports from educational authori-
ties and schools. Luan et al. (2020) found that although scientific teaching approaches in 
environmental education can improve secondary school students’ environmental awareness 
and holistic thinking abilities, the authorities’ supports from schools or the society about 
environmentally friendly ideas or policies can further promote students’ decision-making 
abilities and pro-environmental behaviors for their respect for the authority in Confucian 
culture. It is in accordance with Fu et al. (2017), who suggest that it is underscored how 
university environmental policies nurture students’ environmental-friendly behaviors as 
Chinese social and cultural aspects, such as dignity and collectivism, highly influence one’s 
behaviors (Yang & Weber, 2019). Due to cultural factors, systems thinking instructional 
approaches, including attitudes, knowledge, emotion, and so on, should be implemented for 
promoting students’ sustainability behaviors (Huang & Yore, 2005).

3.4  A Model for the Implementation of ESD in Science Education for Confucian 
Culture

As Chinese science education today mostly follows the Anglo-American curriculum tradi-
tion, a general teaching model is not defined, and the development of its science teaching 
model is still at the beginning in mainland China. Even though science education research 
was launched in China in the 1980s, it mainly focuses on the local reconstruction of edu-
cational theories from other countries, e.g., inquiry learning and student-centered pedago-
gies. It is suggested to add research on the theory of science teaching based on theories, 
goals, procedures, strategies, and assessments for the Chinese educational context (Ma & 
Zhao, 2018).

As mentioned above, Chinese Confucian education should not be understood as the 
opposite of Western education (Huang, 2015; Zhao, 2019). Meyer et al. (2017) analyzed 
the German Didaktik tradition and Confucian philosophy of education as the core of Chi-
nese school education from perspective. They explored Confucian education with the 
main goals of “humanism, harmony, and hierarchy with discipline” (Starr, 2012, p. 8), in 
relation to the German Didaktik by Wolfgang Klafki’s conception of “self-determination, 
cooperation, and solidarity” as main goals. They found strong parallels and possibilities of 
associating these two kinds of schooling visions. Similarly, Sjöström (2018) pointed out 
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resemblances for learning between Confucianism and Bildung from Western culture for 
sustainability education.

In the “(Bildung-centered) Didaktik analysis” model for lesson planning by Klafki 
(2000; originally published in German in 1958), key questions are provided to identify 
content and approaches for learning (see Table 3). These questions are suggested to iden-
tify the suitable topics also for ESD in respect of cultural differences and traditions. The 
model underscores content-related aspects for all the levels of teaching and learning. It 
can effectively support teachers to identify and transform meaningful knowledge to their 
students for ESD in the foreground of any given culture (Arnold & Koch-Priewe, 2011).

The “(Bildung-centered) Didaktik analysis” model can be considered a reference model 
for formulating science education for sustainability, related to Confucian culture in main-
land China. Based on this approach, a framework in the means of a Didaktik model (e.g., 
Sjöström et al., 2020) for implementation of science education for sustainability connecting 
with Confucianism in mainland China is sketched in Fig. 3. It contains the determination 
of aims and goals, the selection of topics and contents, the design of teaching materials, 
media and assessment, teaching and learning methods, implementation, and evaluation. It 
also includes the context of the entire implementation, which are individual, school, and 
societal dimensions as well as educational goals. In the globalization era, different cultures 
harmonious living with diversities (he er bu tong) is also concerned. The model is sup-
ported by theories of science education for sustainability, Confucian values for sustainabil-
ity education, and pedagogical and psychological theories including adjusted Confucian 
education for suiting the features of science learning. Additionally, students’ preconditions 
and existing knowledge influence the implementation. Individuals’ behavior and concep-
tions will interact with their communities and bring change to society.

Western modern science produces scientific knowledge and supports the development 
of technologies based on Western views of nature and humans and Western modern scien-
tific way of thinking. Thus, science education in non-Western modern societies should be 
compared to them as regards the traditional cultural views on nature and their way of think-
ing and should be contextualized by students’ traditional local culture (Ogawa, 1986). The 
views of nature and humans in Confucian culture and sustainability in science education 
are concentrated and shown in Fig. 3 as well. Modern Chinese students nurtured with sci-
entific knowledge or tools for sustainability, such as systems thinking and life cycle assess-
ment, can effectively deal with humans and nature with sincerity (cheng) and Confucian 
virtues to reach tian ren he yi of (Neo-)Confucianism by the integration of knowledge and 

Table 3  Key questions of Klafki’s (2000) Didaktik analysis

(1) What wider or general sense or reality does this content exemplify and open up to the learner? What 
basic phenomenon or fundamental principle, what law, criterion, problem, method, technique, or atti-
tude can be grasped by dealing with this content as an "example”?

(2) What significance does the content in question, or the experience, knowledge, ability, or skill to be 
acquired through this topic already possess in the minds of the children in my class? What significance 
should it have from a pedagogical point of view?

(3) What constitutes the topic’s significance for the children’s future?
(4) How is the content structured (which has been placed in a specifically pedagogical perspective by 

Questions 1, 2, and 3)?
(5) What are the special cases, phenomena, situations, experiments, persons, elements of aesthetic experi-

ence, and so forth, in terms of which the structure of the content in question can become interesting, 
stimulating, approachable, conceivable, or vivid for children of the stage of development of this class?
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behaviors. Zhao (2013) drew back to the Analects and found the following themes similar 
to Western critical education: students’ and teacher’s collaborative learning, the unity of 
knowing and doing, the reflection on teaching and learning, and the building of societal 
transformation of humanity. They are also highly related to Marks and Eilks’ (2009) socio-
critical and problem-oriented instructional model for science education. Obtaining knowl-
edge by investigating things (ge wu zhi zhi) is an important concept of (Neo-)Confucianism 
connected with ideas of scientific spirits and inquiry (Zheng & Wang, 2021) and a way 
of sincerity (cheng). Individuals finish their inter transformation by self-cultivation and 
character-building and then take responsibility to reach societal harmonism and transfor-
mation as the finial education goal in a moral way under Confucian culture (Zhao, 2013), 
while Western critical education encourages individuals to directly question and change 
the social environment to reach democracy (Giroux, 1985). So authorities’ supports might 
facilitate students’ pro-environmental behaviors and motivate students’ engagement in the 
discussion about SSIs.

4  Conclusion

The United Nations (UN) suggest by 2030

[ensuring] all learners acquire knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable 
development, including among others through education for sustainable development 
and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of 
peace and non-violence, global citizenship, and appreciation of cultural diversity and 
of culture’s contribution to sustainable development. (see Goal 4.7: UN, 2015, p. 17)

This overarching political goal should influence educational practices in all countries, 
among them those having a background in Confucian culture and tradition. It is, however, 

Fig. 3  A framework for the implementation of science education for sustainability connecting Confucian-
ism (based on mainly Du et  al. (2013), Heimann et  al. (1969), Marks and Eilks (2009), Ogawa (1986), 
Sjöström et al. (2020), and Zhao (2013))
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necessary to note that the international discourse on education for sustainability in science 
education is basically dominated by Western modern views, at least when it comes to ques-
tions of science, technology, and the environment. More recent discussions nevertheless 
emphasize the importance of respecting non-Western worldviews on science more thor-
oughly in science education (Zidny et al., 2020).

Science education in China has been localized with disadvantages and/or advantages 
of Confucianism accompanying the development of Chinese industrialization in recent 
decades. As the awareness of the side effects is increased, the traditional anthropocosmic 
view of nature and humans (tian ren he yi) including Confucian values is being withdrawn. 
Tian ren he yi might be considered an important contribution for the global education com-
munity to enrich education for sustainability (Tu, 2001). Many (Neo-)Confucian values 
and ideas are in line with the philosophies of education for sustainability or ESD. Since 
most industrialized societies are built upon scientific knowledge and technology based on 
a Western modern scientific way of thinking, comparison, tensions, and connections of 
Western and Eastern cultures should be concerned in science education, including the fis-
sions that potentially exist (Ogawa, 1986, 1989).

This paper provides an analysis of the research literature on science education for sus-
tainability in Confucian culture with reference to the international discourse on education 
for sustainability. The discussion in this paper shows many parallels between Confucian 
thoughts and values and Western educational theories, e.g., in the concept of Bildung, when 
it comes to sustainability issues. Many connections were identified between Confucian-
ism, education for sustainability, and selected concepts from Western education. Respect 
for nature and more holistic thinking in systems are essential components of both Confu-
cianism and contemporary concepts of sustainability. These parallels provide a chance to 
enrich science education in Confucian societies by reflecting on developments in science 
and technology from both the political agenda for sustainable development and the values 
of Confucianism. From this comparison, the view of nature and humans can be considered 
a good link for Chinese science education to foster skills by education for sustainability. 
It is, however, important that curriculum development and research are needed in science 
education on how to better operate the combination of learning science with ESD in main-
land China and other Asian societies, and Confucian views are related to both of them. To 
support this endeavor, a framework is suggested that aims to guide this process.
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